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Introduction

Much recent work on Calabi�Yau threefolds has concentrated on
the analogy between small deformations of the complex structure on
a Calabi�Yau threefold X � which by the unobstructedness theorem of
Bogomolov� Tian and Todorov are parametrized by a neighbourhood
of the origin in H��TX� � H����X�C�� and small deformations of the
symplectic structure� which by Moser�s Theorem are parametrized by a
neighbourhood of the origin in H��X�R� � H����X�R�� This analogy
is described in ��	 in the context of Mirror Symmetry�

We recall that a Calabi�Yau threefold has various di
erential invari�
ants� in particular the cubic form on H��X�Z� given by cup�product�
the linear form on H��X�Z� given by cup�product with the �rst Pon�
tryagin class p� �which in the Calabi�Yau case is just the second Chern
class c��� and the middle cohomology H

��X�Z�� Indeed� if X is simply
connected and has no torsion in H��X�Z�� these invariants specify the
di
erential class of the manifold precisely ��	�

In this paper� we shall denote a Calabi�Yau threefold by a pair
�X� J�� where X is the di
erential manifold and J is the �integrable�
complex structure� A symplectic form � on X which is compatible with
J is just a K�ahler form on the complex manifold� Moreover� the almost
complex structures which are compatible with a given symplectic form
on X form a contractible set� as do the almost complex structures tamed
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by the symplectic form� It follows therefore that if we have a family of
symplectic forms �t on X � we can �nd a corresponding family Jt of
almost complex structures� with Jt tamed by �t� We are led therefore
to considering almost complex deformations of J � for very accessible
surveys of the concepts from Symplectic Geometry we need� the reader
is referred to ��	� �	� It will follow from our results that if two Calabi�
Yau threefolds �with given K�ahler forms� are symplectic deformations
of each other� they will �from the K�ahler point of view� have the same
kind of properties in common as if they were algebraic deformations of
each other�

More speci�cally� this paper represents an extension of the author�s
previous results ��	 concerning the deformation properties of the cone
of K�ahler classes K � H��X�Z� under deformations of the complex
structure �it may also be viewed as an extension of the work in ��	��
Perhaps surprisingly� these results generalize in an almost unchanged
form to the almost complex case� This involves �rst de�ning the K�ahler
cone for the almost complex case in terms of pseudo�holomorphic ra�
tional curves� and then generalizing our previous theorem to include
almost complex deformations of �X� J��

For an almost complex structure J � on X � we consider the open cone
H��X�R� consisting of classes D with D� � � and such that D �A � �
for all homology classes A represented by pseudo�holomorphic rational
curves f � CP� � X � We de�ne the K�ahler cone K � H��X�R� of
�X� J �� to be the connected component of this cone which contains the
classes of symplectic forms taming J � �which we note form a convex set��
By results of ���	� ��	� this corresponds to the usual K�ahler cone when
�X� J �� is a Calabi�Yau threefold with integrable complex structure�

We shall say that a conic bundle E over a smooth curve C is a
quasi�ruled surface over C if the normalization �E is a P��bundle over
an unrami�ed cover �C of C � thus E is either a ruled surface over C
or a conic bundle all of whose �bres are line pairs� The main result
from ��	 said that the K�ahler cone jumped up under generic complex
deformations if the Calabi�Yau threefold contained quasi�ruled surfaces
over elliptic curves� and otherwise was invariant� Adopting terminology
from ���	� the K�ahler cone of a generic holomorphic deformation of a
Calabi�Yau threefold �X� J� will be called the general K�ahler cone of
�X� J�� and will equal the K�ahler cone unless �X� J� contains quasi�ruled
surfaces over an elliptic curve� When �X� J� does contain elliptic quasi�
ruled surfaces� the K�ahler cone is the subcone of this general K�ahler
cone cut out by the further inequalities D � l � � for l any �bre of one
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of the elliptic quasi�ruled surfaces� in ���	� this is proved when �X� J�
contains just elliptic ruled surfaces� but the proof generalizes easily�

Theorem �� Suppose that �X� J� is a Calabi�Yau threefold contain�
ing no quasi�ruled surface over an elliptic curve� Let � be a K�ahler form
on �X� J� and let J ��� denote the space of almost complex structures
tamed by �� Then the K�ahler cone of �X� J �� at any point J � � J ��� is
a subcone of the K�ahler cone of �X� J��

Remarks� �i� Since any given K�ahler form �� on �X� J� will tame
almost complex structures J � � J ��� su�ciently close to J � it follows
that the K�ahler cone K at J is a limit of the K�ahler cones of �X� J ��
as J � tends to J � The K�ahler cone therefore depends continuously on
the almost complex structure at any integrable point J with �X� J�
containing no elliptic quasi�ruled surfaces�

�ii� The reason why we cannot make the stronger claim that K
equals the K�ahler cone at the generic point J � � J ��� is that it is at least
theoretically possible that there exists a homology class A �with zero
Gromov�Witten invariants� which is J ��e
ective for J � in the closure of
some non�empty open subset of J ���� but in some open neighbourhood
of J is not J ��e
ective� Here we are using the terminolgy from �	�
where A is called J ��e
ective if it can be written as a positive integral
combination of classes which can be represented by pseudo�holomorphic
rational curves� and we are implicitly using Gromov compactness� as
stated for instance in ��� Theorem �����	 or �� Theorem ������	�

We can however generalize Theorem  to allow deformations of the
symplectic form� Let �t be any family of symplectic forms on X with ��
a K�ahler form on �X� J�� We can then �nd a family of almost complex
structures Jt on X with J� � J such that Jt is always �t tamed� If
�X� J� contains no elliptic quasi�ruled surfaces� the Main Claim from x
implies that the K�ahler cone of �X� J�� is a subcone of the K�ahler cone
K of �X� J��

Theorem �� Two Calabi�Yau threefolds which are deformations of
each other as symplectic manifolds will have the same general K�ahler
cone�

This follows immediately� since either general K�ahler cone is a sub�
cone of the other� There is however an example due to Mark Gross
of two di
eomorphic Calabi�Yau threefolds �both generic in complex
moduli� for which one K�ahler cone is a proper subset of the other� and
hence are not symplectic deformations of each other ��	� ��	� Thus each
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cohomology class which lies in both K�ahler cones must intersect at least
two connected components of symplectic forms� and the K�ahler forms
of the two threefolds must lie in di
erent components�

We can furthermore identify the classes of symplectic forms from
the same connected component as the K�ahler forms on �X� J��

Theorem �� Assuming that the Calabi�Yau threefold �X� J� con�
tains no elliptic quasi�ruled surfaces� the K�ahler cone consists precisely
of the classes of symplectic forms in the same connected component as
the K�ahler forms�

If now we consider the almost complex structures on X which are
tameable �by some non�speci�ed symplectic form� and which give rise
to trivial �rst Chern class� we obtain a space J� containing the complex
moduli spaces of all integrable Calabi�Yau structures on X � Our results
show that two such integrable Calabi�Yau structures have surprising
similarities if they lie in the same connected component of J�� Moreover�
since such structures in the same connected component of J� will have
the same K�ahler cone� we can choose a polarization common to all of
them� and then from standard Hilbert scheme theory there can be at
most �nitely many complex families contained in the given component�
I conjecture that only �nitely many connected components of J� will
contain K�ahler structures� and hence �equivalently� that there are only
�nitely many families of Calabi�Yau threefolds for each di
eomorphism
class� I do not in fact know of any examples where more than one
family is contained in a given connected component of J�� and so the
possibility cannot yet be ruled out that two Calabi�Yau threefolds which
are symplectic deformations of each other might always lie in the same
algebraic family�

The structure of this paper is that our results are reduced to a
single Main Claim in the �rst Section� which in turn reduces to showing
that certain Gromov�Witten invariants are non�zero� It might be added
here that the speci�c results from Symplectic Geometry that we need
appear in the preprints ��	� ��	� but that we shall also quote the more
expository text �	� The Main Claim is checked immediately in the case
of faces of the K�ahler cone corresponding to small contractions� The
remaining Sections are devoted to proving the Main Claim in the case
of non�small contractions� for which we shall also need a more precise
classi�cation of birational contractions on Calabi�Yau threefolds�
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�� Reduction to Main Claim

For �X� J� a complex Calabi�Yau threefold� we denote by K the
closure of the K�ahler cone K � H��X�R�� which can be interpreted as
consisisting of the real divisor classes D which are nef � that is D �C � �
for all curves C on X � We let W � � H��X�R� denote the cubic cone
of real divisor classes D with D� � �� We recall from the results of ��	
that K is locally �nite rational polyhedral away from W �� and that the
codimension�one faces �not contained in W �� of K correspond to prim�
itive birational contractions � � X � �X of one of three types� Type I
is when � contracts down a �nite number of �numerically equivalent�
curves� all smooth and rational� Type II is when � contracts down an
irreducible surface E to a singular point � here� E will be a generalized
del Pezzo surface �see x� for more details�� Type III is when � contracts
down an irreducible surface E to a curve C of Du Val singularities�
generically either an cA� or cA� singularity� and E is a conic bundle
over C �see x� for more details�� In each case� there are rational curves
l contracted by �� and for any one of these the face is determined by
fD � K � D � l � �g� Thus the K�ahler cone as de�ned in the Intro�
duction in the almost complex case is a natural generalization from the
integrable case�

Main Claim� Suppose �X� J� is a Calabi�Yau threefold� For every
codimension�one face of the nef cone K not corresponding to the contrac�
tion of an elliptic quasi�ruled surface to a curve of singularities and not
contained in the cubic cone� we can �nd a homology class A � H��X�Z�
which de�nes the face and is J��e�ective for any J� tamed by a sym�
plectic form �� in the same connected component as the K�ahler forms
on �X� J��

In the case where the face does correspond to the contraction of an
elliptic quasi�ruled surface� it follows from ��	 that there exists a class
A represented by a smooth rational curve on �X� J�� but not e
ective
for a general holomorphic deformation�

The Main Claim tells us that if �X� J� is general in complex moduli�
the K�ahler cone cannot get larger under a tamed almost complex de�
formation� and hence Theorems  and � from the Introduction follow�
Theorem � also follows easily� the non�trivial claim here is that for any
symplectic form �� in the same connected component as the K�ahler
forms on �X� J�� the class of �� lies in the the K�ahler cone K of �X� J��
Let �t be a family of symplectic forms on X with �� a K�ahler form on
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�X� J� and �� the given symplectic form� As noted before� we �nd a
family of almost complex structures Jt on X with J� � J such that Jt
is always �t tamed� If �X� J� contains no elliptic quasi�ruled surfaces�
the Main Claim implies that the K�ahler cone of �X� J�� is a subcone of
the K�ahler cone K of �X� J�� however the class of �� clearly lies in the
K�ahler cone of �X� J��� and so the result follows� The results stated in
the Introduction all reduce therefore to the Main Claim as stated above�

Let us prove the Main Claim in the case of Type I contractions�
This is the simplest of the three cases� but will illustrate the general
principle that in most cases we can reduce down to considering local
holomorphic deformations� We shall explain the technical results needed
from Symplectic Geometry reasonably fully in this case� and will refer
back to the proof below when considering the other two cases�

Proposition ���� If � � X � �X is a primitive Type I contrac�
tion� then for each component Z of the exceptional locus� there exists a
neighbourhood U of Z and a holomorphic deformation of the complex
structure on U under which Z splits up into disjoint ������curves�

Proof� The morphism � contracts Z to a single cDV �compound Du
Val� singularity� Taking a Stein neighbourhood �U� of this singularity�
there exists by the argument on p� ��� of ��	 a �at �parameter family
of isolated threefold singularities �U � �� where �Ut �for t �� �� contains
precisely � � � nodes as its singular locus� Moreover� we may assume
also that there is a simultaneous resolution U � � with U� being a
neighbourhood of Z in X � X�� and Ut �for t �� �� containing precisely
� disjoint ������curves� We can however take a good representative
of our germ �U � � such that on the boundary the family is di
eren�
tiably trivial �see Theorem ��� of ��	�� If we take U � � � to be the
corresponding family of resolutions �a family of manifolds with bound�
ary� where the boundary is di
erentiably trivial over ��� the Ehresmann
Fibration Theorem �for manifolds with boundary� then applies to show
that U � � � is itself di
erentiably trivial� Therefore� the family U � �
of resolutions may be taken to be di
erentiably trivial� and may as a re�
sult be regarded as a family of holomorphic deformations of the complex
structure on the ��xed� neighbourhood U of Z in X �

We now use the �rst feature of almost complex structures which
is not true in the holomorphic case � that they may be patched to�
gether in a C� way by a partition of unity argument� Thus� if we take
neighbourhoods of each connected component of the exceptional locus
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of a primitive Type I contraction and deform the complex structure lo�
cally so that each component splits up into disjoint ������curves� we
can patch these local �integrable� structures together with the original
complex structure to yield an almost complex structure J � which is inte�
grable in a neighbourhood of each ������curve appearing� Each such
curve will have homology class lying in the �extremal� �dimensional ray
determined by the codimension�one face�

Let us �x a hyperplane class H of �X� J� and let � denote a corre�
sponding K�ahler form� If we let A be the homology class represented by
one of these ������curves of minimal degree with respect to the given
K�ahler form �� then A is J�e
ective� but irreducibly so� since it is only
represented by irreducible embedded holomorphic rational curves� From
Gromov compactness� we deduce that J � may be chosen above so that
A is not only J ��e
ective but also J ��indecomposable� i�e�� A is only
represented by simple pseudo�holomorphic rational curves on �X� J ���
Moreover� we may assume that the pseudo�holomorphic rational curves
found above are the only possible ones representing A� This latter state�
ment also follows from Gromov compactness� since by considering the
compact subset F of X given by the complement of suitably small open
neighbourhoods of the connected components of the exceptional locus�
we may assume that any other pseudo�holomorphic rational curve on
�X� J �� representing A intersects F � If this were true for all the almost
complex structures J � constructed in the above way� we would deduce
from Gromov compactness that there was a holomorphic curve on �X� J�
representing A and intersecting F � which is nonsense�

Proposition ���� The Main Claim is true for primitive Type I
contractions�

Proof� Choose A and J � as above� with J � su�ciently near J
that it too is ��tamed �this being an open condition�� A standard
regularity criterion �see ��� �����	 or �� ������	� then implies that the
almost complex structure J � is regular �for the class A� � note� that the
proof given only requires J � to be integrable in a neighbourhood of each
pseudo�holomorphic rational curve representing A�

Since �X� J� is Calabi�Yau� the symplectic manifold �X��� is weakly
monotone� and any almost complex structure in J �X��� is semi�positive�
Thus if A is a non�multiple class� the theory of �� x���	� gives a well�
de�ned ��point Gromov�Witten invariant �A�H�H�H�� invariant also
under symplectic deformations of �� Moreover� the property that J �

is integrable in a neighbourhood of each pseudo�holomorphic rational
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curve representing A implies that J � induces an �integrable� complex
structure on the moduli space M�A� J �� �see �� Remark �����	�� and
hence the natural orientation at the points in the moduli space of un�
parametrized curves representing A is always positive �cf �� Remark
�����	�� Thus �A�H�H�H� � �A�J ��H�H�H� is equal to a positive mul�
tiple of �A �H���

When A is a multiple class� i�e�� A � mB for some m � � the Gro�
mov �Witten invariant �A is not well�de�ned for the reasons explained
in �� x��	� To circumvent this di�culty� we follow the original idea
of Gromov and work with the graphs of pseudo�holomorphic rational
curves CP� � X � We let �X denote the product manifold CP� � X �
with �� the product symplectic form ���� where �� is the standard sym�
plectic form on CP� corresponding to the Fubini�Study metric� and �J �

the product almost complex structure i�J � with i the complex structure
on CP�� Let A� denote the homology class �CP

� � fptg	 � H�� �X�Z��
and let �A denote the class A� A � H�� �X�Z�� As explained in �� x��	�
we now work on �X rather than X � counting �A�curves on �X rather than
A�curves on X � the advantage of this is that the class �A is necessarily
primitive �i�e�� non�multiple�� whilst the same was not true for A� For
a general J �� � J ���� we must then work� not with the product almost
complex structure� but with a small perturbation�

The theory described in �	 does not quite cover the Calabi�Yau
case� and so instead we refer to ��	� The invariant we need is called
�� there� and its construction and properties are described fully in x�
of the paper � it is in fact also a special case of the mixed invariant
� constructed in ��	� which could therefore serve as an alternative
reference� To de�ne ��� Ruan follows the idea of Gromov and considers a
special type of small perturbation Jg from the product almost complex
stucture onCP��X � where g is an anti�complex linear bundle map from
TCP� to TX � With this structure� a map f � CP� � X satis�es the
equation ��J ��f � g �which should be regarded as a small perturbation
from the condition ��J ��f � � needed for f to be holomorphic� if and only
if the corresponding section �f � CP� � CP� �X is Jg�holomorphic�

In this way� Ruan is able to construct a well�de�ned invariant ���A���

by !counting the number of perturbed holomorphic maps with marked
points" �see ��� �������	�� which in our case will also be invariant under
symplectic deformations of � �see Lemma ����� and note that semi�
positivity is satis�ed in our case�� The fact that the invariant is well�
de�ned essentially follows from the fact that �A is a primitive �i�e�� non�
multiple� class and a standard cobordism argument� We shall in this
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paper therefore denote this invariant by ��A� and refer to ��A�H�H�H�
as the three point Gromov�Witten invariant � it might be added however
that the literature in this �eld employs many di
erent terminologies and
notation� In the case where A is primitive� by Proposition ����� of ��	�
the two de�nitions yield the same three�point invariant�

In order to calculate this invariant in our particular case� we observe
that the pair �J �� �� is A�good� in the terminology of ��� �������	 �
this follows from the A�regularity of J � observed before� Thus we are
able to calculate ��A�H�H�H� from the almost complex structure J ��
In fact� we have a precise knowledge of the moduli space M�A�J ���� of
parametrized pseudo�holomorphic rational curves representing A� and if
we consider as in ��	 marked pseudo�holomorphic rational curves �with
three marked points on CP�� then we obtain a �nite set� This enables
us to calculate that ��A�H�H�H� � ���A�J �����H�H�H� is equal to some
positive multiple of �A �H�� as before�

Thus� for small perturbations J��g of the product almost complex
structure i � J�� there are pseudo�holomorphic rational curves repre�
senting the class �A � A�  A� By Gromov compactness� we deduce for
the product structure that the the class �A is represented by a pseudo�
holomorphic rational curve or cusp curve� and hence projecting onto the
�rst factor that the class A is J��e
ective� The proof of the Main Claim
is now complete for Type I contractions�

The above argument provides the model also for the proof of the
Main Claim in the case of contractions of Types II and III� we �nd a
class A de�ning the relevant face of K for which ��A�H�H�H� can be
shown non�zero� and hence the Main Claim will follow�

�� Type II contractions

Suppose now that � � X � �X is a primitive Type II contraction�
therefore contracting a generalized del Pezzo surface E down to a singu�
lar point� As was the case for Type I contractions� the technique we use
to prove the Main Claim is to make a small holomorphic deformation
on some open neighbourhood of the exceptional locus� under which E

deforms to a smooth del Pezzo surface � the fact that this is always
possible has been proved by Gross in ��	� We then patch together with
the original complex structure� and observe that in most cases there is
an obvious choice for the class A� Where this is not the case� we have
to use a cobordism argument of Ruan�
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In passing� I remark that it is an interesting question whether there
is a global holomorphic deformation of X under which E deforms to a
smooth del Pezzo surface� This is unknown and is the analogous problem
to a conjecture of Clemens for Type I contractions that there is a global
holomorphic deformation under which the exceptional locus splits up
into distinct ������curves � cf� Proposition � where we prove that
this does happen for deformations on some open neighbourhood of the
exceptional locus�

Generalized del Pezzo surfaces may be classi�ed� but as we see below�
not all of them occur as the exceptional surface of a Type II contraction�
The normal del Pezzo surfaces are either elliptic cones or del Pezzo
surfaces with rational double point singularities as classi�ed in ��	 � for
a proof of this statement� see for instance ��	� The non�normal del Pezzo
surfaces have been classi�ed in ��	� Let us �rst consider the possibilities
for small values of E��

If E� � � the singularity of �X is a hypersurface singularity with
equation of the form x� y� f�y� z� t� � � where f � yf��z� t� f��z� t�
and f� �respectively f�� is a sum of monomials of degree at least �
�respectively ��� The morphism � � X � �X is then the weighted blow
up of the singularity with weighting � given by ��x� � �� ��y� � � and
��z� � ��t� �  �for a proof of these statements� see ��� ����� and
����	�� Thus E is naturally embedded in P��� �� � � with equation
x�  y�  yg��z� t�  g��z� t� � �� where g� �resp� g�� is the degree �
�resp� �� homogeneous part of f� �resp� f��� It is clear however that the
hypersurface singularity may be deformed locally so that the exceptional
locus E� of the deformed singularity is a smooth del Pezzo surface of
degree one in P��� �� � �� Note that the singularities can be resolved
in the family by means of the weighted blow�up described above�

By taking a good representative of this deformation and applying
Ehresmann�s �bration theorem �with boundary�� as was done in the
proof of ���� we can �nd a neighbourhood U of E in X and a holo�
morphic deformation of the complex structure on U such thatE deforms
to a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree one�

The case E� � � is precisely analogous� with �X having a hypersur�
face singularity with equation x� f�y� z� t� � � with f a sum of mono�
mials of degree � �� and the desingularization given by the weighted
blow�up with weighting � given by ��x� � �� ��y� � ��z� � ��t� � 
�again see ��� ����� and ����	�� Thus E is naturally embedded in
P��� � � � with equation x�  f��y� z� t� � �� The previous argument
applies again to show that by deforming the complex structure on a
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neighbourhood U of E� we can deform E to a smooth del Pezzo surface
of degree two�

For k � E� � �� we know that the morphism � � X � �X is an
ordinary blow�up of the singular point� and �X has local embedding
dimension k   ��	� In the case of k � � for instance� �X still has a
hypersurface singularity and E is a cubic hypersurface in P�� Again
therefore� we can deform the complex structure on a neighbourhood U
of E so that E deforms to a smooth cubic surface�

Lemma ���� Suppose � � X � �X is a primitive Type II contraction
of a surface E with k � E� � �	 then the Main Claim from x
 is true
for the corresponding face of the nef cone�

Proof� We can �nd a neighbourhood U of E and a holomorphic
deformation of the complex structure on U such that E deforms to a
smooth del Pezzo surface� Such a surface however has a �nite number
of ����curves� and these are ������curves in the deformed complex
structure on U � Let A be the homology class of one of these curves� a
primitive class since E �A � ��

By patching this deformed complex structure on U together with
the original one on X �as was done in ������ we obtain an almost
complex structure J � on X � Furthermore� we may assume that the
above ������curves are the only pseudo�holomorphic rational curves
on �X� J �� representing A �the same argument via Gromov compactness
as in the preamble to ������ and that J � is regular for the class A� The
proof is now similar to ����� showing that the ��point Gromov�Witten
invariant �A�H�H�H� is positive and that A is J��e
ective for any J�
as in the statement of the Main Claim� More precisely� the proof is a
simpler version of ���� by reason of the fact that the homology class A
is primitive� and so the Gromov�Witten invariant �A�H�H�H� may be
used�

Example ���� Consider the case where the exceptional surface E
of the contraction � � X � �X is a projective cone on a smooth plane
cubic� We can then deform the complex structure locally in a neigh�
bourhood of E so that E deforms to a smooth cubic surface� containing
�� lines� The above argument shows that these �� pseudo�holomorphic
rational curves persist under almost complex deformations of the com�
plex structure on X � A classical analysis of the degeneration of the ��
lines from the smooth cubic �see for instance �	� reveals that they de�
generate three at a time to the � generators of the cone E corresponding
to the in�exion points of the plane cubic� Thus it is these generators
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which deform under an almost complex deformation of the structure
on X � generically each deforming to three pseudo�holomorphic rational
curves�

Lemma ���� Suppose �V� P � is an isolated rational Gorenstein ��
fold singularity for which blowing up the point P yields a crepant resolu�
tion �U�E�� with the exceptional divisor E irreducible and E� � k � ��
Then E is either a normal del Pezzo surface of degree k � � with at
worst rational double point singularities� or a non�normal del Pezzo
surface of degree k � � whose normalization is a non�singular rational
ruled surface�

Proof� We can reduce immediately to the case where E is non�
normal� if E is normal� it cannot be an elliptic cone� since then E

would have embedding dimension � � at its vertex� contradicting the
assumption that U is smooth� The only remaining possibility in the
normal case is that E is a del Pezzo surface of degree � � with only
rational double point singularities�

Suppose then that E is non�normal with E� � k � �� Turning to
the classi�cation of non�normal del Pezzo surfaces in Theorem � of
��	� we observe that case �c� �projection of a cone Fk	�� does not occur�
since the point of E corresponding to the vertex of Fk	� would have
too high an embedding dimension� We are left therefore with the cases
where E is either a projection �Fa	� of a scroll Fa	� �k � a � where we
assume a � ��� or the projection �Fa	� of a scroll Fa	� �k � a � where
we assume a � ���

In the �rst case the projection of Fa	� is taken with centre a general
point in the plane spanned by the minimal section and a �bre �both
being lines�� and the resulting surface �Fa	� � Pa
� has a double line�
In the second case� the projection of Fa	� is taken with centre a gen�
eral point in the plane spanned by the minimal section �a conic�� The
resulting surface �Fa	� � Pa
� again has a double line�

Let us consider the case �rst where E 	� �Fa	�� It was observed �rst
by Gross in ��	 that this forces a � � and hence k � �� we give here a
di
erent proof �part of which will be needed in x�� of this fact�

Let C denote the line of singularities of E and suppose its normal
bundle is NC�U � �c��� � c�� with the usual notation that �r� s� �

OP��r� 
 OP��s�� If g � �U � U denotes the blow�up of U in C� we
obtain on �U a scroll E� 	� Fe where e � �c  �� If A denotes the
minimal section of E �� we have KE� 	 ��A� �e ��f �where f denotes
a �bre�� and hence �E�jE� 	 A  �c ��f � Moreover� if �E denotes the
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strict transform of E� it is easily checked that the morphism �E � E

coincides with the projection Fa	� � �Fa	�� and hence that �C � �E�E� is
both isomorphic to P� and is a double section of E� 	� Fe� From this� an
easy calculation shows that �C 	 �A �e �f � But �C is irreducible and
so �C �A � �� from which we deduce e � � and hence �since e is even�
that e � �� Thus c � � and the normal bundle NC�U � ������

To show that a � � and hence k � �� we now calculate on �E 	� Fa	��
Note �rst that � �C��E� � �A�  ��e � � �� Now

�� � degK �C � �K �E  
�C� � �C � � �E  �E�� � �C � �  �� �C�� �E�

Thus �� �C�� �E � ��� i�e� � �C�� �E � ��� Hence a � � as claimed�

A similar elementary calculation shows that only E� � � could occur
for the case E 	� �Fa	� with a � �� but this in fact also follows from more
general considerations� If the blow�up �U�E� � �V� P � is as in the
statement of the Proposition �without any restriction on k�� it is shown
in the proof of Theorem ��� of ��	 that any deformation E� of E may
be achieved by deforming the complex structure on U � which may in
turn be achieved by deforming the singularity �V� P �� But for a � � the
surface �Fa
�	� in P

a
� is a degeneration of surfaces isomorphic to �Fa	��
To see this� we consider the scroll Fa
�	� � Pa
� given parametrically
by �	sa
� � 	sa
�t � � � � � 	ta
� � 
s� � 
st � 
t��� for �	 � 
� � P� and
�s � t� � P�� and project from points �� � � � � � � � u � � � � � v� on the
ruling given by s � � to get a family of surfaces in Pa
� If we now
project this family from the point �� � � � � � � � � �  � � � Pa
� we get
a family in Pa
� whose general member is a �Fa	�� but which degenerates
to a �Fa
�	� �corresponding to the �rst projection having centre the point
�� � � � � � � � � on Fa
�	��� As remarked in ��	� this fact together with
the previous result shows that only the case E 	� �F	� can occur�

Proposition ���� If � � X � �X is a primitive Type II contraction
on a Calabi�Yau threefold X� then the Main Claim from x
 is true for
the corresponding face of the nef cone�

Proof� By ����� we may assume that k � E� � �� Suppose �rst
that E is non�normal� and so E 	� �F��� or �F�� in the notation of ������
It is easy to see ���� ������iii�	� that �F��� can be smoothed in P� to a
smooth del Pezzo surface E� of degree �� and hence by the argument
in the proof of ������ the same is true for �F��� Moreover� we may
apply again the argument from Theorem ��� of ��	 to deduce that such
a smoothing E� of E may be achieved by holomorphically deforming
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the complex structure on some neighbourhood U of E� The surface
E� is a smooth del Pezzo surface of degree � containing precisely three
������curves� �We remark that in the case where E 	� �F���� one of
these ������curves corresponds to the singular locus of E� which we
saw in ����� was already a ������curve� and the other two correspond
to the double �bres of �F����� We let A be the homology class of such
a ������curve� We may patch together the deformed holomorphic
complex structure on U with the original complex structure J to get an
almost complex structure J � on X � exactly as was done in ����� The
proof of ���� now goes over unchanged to prove the Main Claim in this
case�

By ������ we have reduced to the case where E is a del Pezzo surface
with at worst rational double point singularities� Let us dispose �rst of
the cases where E is neither P�� nor P��P�� nor the quadric cone in P��
Here we can proceed in one of two ways� On the one hand� we can ob�
serve that E will contain lines with normal bundle ����� or ���� �� in
the threefold� In the latter case� the curves do not move in the threefold
and so may be locally analytically contracted ��	� The argument from
x then shows that such curves split up into disjoint ������curves
when we make a local deformation of the complex structure� and the
Main Claim follows as in ����� The alternative argument is the one we
have just used above� where we observe that E may be smoothed� and
that such a smoothing may be achieved by holomorphically deforming
the complex structure on some neighbourhood U of E� Under such a
deformation� E deforms to a smooth del Pezzo surface E�� not isomor�
phic to either P� or P� � P�� and hence containing ������curves�
The proof from ���� now goes over unchanged to prove the Main Claim
in these cases�

We consider now the cases where E is isomorphic to either P� or
P� � P�� In both cases� we have smooth families of P�s with no dis�
tinguished members� and we need to know how many of these curves
will persist if we make a generic deformation of the almost complex
structure on X � There is an intuitively attractive argument in x� of ��	
that this number is ���be�B�� where B is the smooth Hilbert scheme
parametrizing the family� e�B� the Euler characteristic� and b the di�
mension of B� The point is that the obstruction bundle to �rst order
deformations is� as commented in ��	� just the cotangent bundle to B�
and a C� �parameter deformation gives rise to a C� �form on B�
the above number is just the expected number of zeros of such a �form
�taking into account orientations�� The problem with this approach is
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that� unlike the algebraic case� it will not be enough to show that a
given member of the family deforms to all �nite orders� we will also
have convergence to worry about� The way round this is to invoke a
cobordism argument due to Ruan�

Consider the case where E is isomorphic to P�� We take A to be the
homology class of a line on E � note that E �A � ��� We now refer the
reader to Proposition ��� of ��	� Observe that although A is not a prim�
itive class in homology� it is both extremal in the cone of �cycles and
not a non�trivial multiple of any J�e
ective class� Arguing from Gro�
mov compactness� the same will be true for almost complex structures
in some neighbourhood of J � and so for almost complex structures in
such a neighbourhood we do not need to worry about multiple pseudo�
holomorphic rational curves� The result from ��	 does apply therefore
to our case� even though A is not primitive� The other conditions of
the Proposition are now easily checked to be satis�ed� recalling that for
f � CP� � X a holomorphic rational curve� dim coker� �D� � h��f�TX��
and so the required equality holds because the Hilbert scheme B is
smooth �in this case just P��� We deduce that for any generic compati�
ble almost complex structure J � su�ciently close to J � the moduli space
MA�J � of non�parametrized pseudo�holomorphic rational curves is ori�
ented cobordant to the zero set of a tranverse section of the cotangent
bundle to B� and so consists of e�B� � � points when counted taking
into account orientations� Thus for H a hyperplane class on �X� J�� it
follows as in ���� that the Gromov�Witten invariant ��A�H�H�H� is
strictly positive� and so the Main Claim follows�

The case of E isomorphic to P� � P� is entirely analogous� If A
denotes the class of a line on the quadric P� � P�� the correspond�
ing Hilbert scheme consists of two disjoint lines� and in this case the
Gromov�Witten invariant ��A�H�H�H� will be strictly negative� The
remaining case� where E is isomorphic to the quadric cone� may be re�
duced to this case� if we smooth E by means of a local holomorphic
deformation on some neighbourhood of E and patch together with the
original complex structure J on X � The Main Claim is therefore proved
for all Type II contractions�

�� Classi�cation of Type III contractions

Proposition ���� If � � X � �X is a primitive Type III contraction
on a smooth Calabi�Yau threefold X� then the exceptional locus E is a
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conic bundle over a smooth curve C� where � is just contraction along
�bres on E�

Proof� This is a natural generalization of an argument from pages
����� of ��	� and we shall adopt the same notation as used there� In par�
ticular E will denote the exceptional divisor onX with C its image on �X�
set � � E � C to be the induced morphism� Letting D denote the pull�
back of a hyperplane section of �X� we have for n su�ciently large that
nD�E is ample and that the map H��X�OX�nD��� H��E�OE�nD��
is surjective� from which it follows that ��OE � OC � Under our assump�
tions� it was observed in ��	 that the sheaf OX��E� is relatively gener�
ated by its global sections� i�e�� that the map ����OX��E�� OX��E�
is surjective� It follows as in ��� Theorem ���	 that the map � factors
through the blow�up X� of X in C� and hence �from the primitivity
of �� if X� is normal� we may take � to be the blow�up morphism�
Furthermore the linear system jnD � Ej is without �xed points for n
su�ciently large�

Once we have shown that C is smooth� an easy argument �cf� cal�
culations below� then yields that X� is locally a complete intersection
and non�singular in codimension one� and therefore normal� hence X is
the blow�up of �X in C� Since the intersection number of �E with the
general �bre of E over C is two� and all curves contained in �bres are
in the same numerical ray� it follows �from the fact that C is a curve
of cDV singularities� that E is a conic bundle over C� From this we
see that the divisor nD�E will in fact be very ample for n su�ciently
large�

To show that C is smooth� we suppose that P is a point of C and
Z is the corresponding reduced �bre over P � then Z consists of one
or two components �in all cases isomorphic to P��� Taking S to be a
general element of jnD � Ej for n su�ciently large� we observe that S
can intersect Z in one or two points� The case where S intersects Z
in two points Q� and Q� has been dealt with in ��	� For this case� we
observe that S is smooth at both points� and the projection � � E � C

yields a local analytic isomorphism between the curve E � S at Qi and
the curve C at P � Thus we deduce that if P were a singular point of C�
it would only have embedding dimension two� It is however observed
on p� ��� of ��	 that the blow�up X� of �X in C is non�singular in
codimension one and locally a complete intersection �by an argument
given below� it is locally principal on �C��� and hence normal� from
which it follows that the blow�up must in fact be X � The calculation
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performed on p� ��� of ��	 shows however �under the assumption that
P has embedding dimension two� that this blow�up fails to be smooth
when P is a singular point of C� we deduce therefore that C is smooth�

We are left with the case where the general element S of jnD � Ej
intersects Z in one point� where Z is now isomorphic to P�� Setting
�C � S � E� we know that �C is a double cover of C with only a single
point Q lying above P � The embedding dimension at Q of �C is at most
two� and there is an involution � � �C � �C switching the two points
of a general �bre� If moreover Q is a non�singular point of �C� then P

is a non�singular point of C� we shall assume from now on that Q is
singular� Therefore locally analytically we have an induced involution
� � C� � C� with �C de�ned by an invariant �or anti�invariant� element
h � C��� �		�

The involution � on C� may be diagonalized so as to act via the
matrix

�
�
�

�
��

�
or

�
��
�

�
��

�
� in the former case� the quotient is still C� so

C has embedding dimension two again and the previous argument from
��	 holds� We should therefore concentrate on the latter case�

Let us assume �rst that �C is de�ned by an invariant element h �
C��� �		� whose terms are therefore all of even degree� We know that
P � �X has embedding dimension �� choose local coordinates x� y� z� t
on C� so that the quotient of S by the the induced involution � has
image given by x � �� yz � t� �i�e�� where x � � de�nes the smooth
surface S on X and t � �� y � �� z � ���� The function h may now
be considered as an element of C��y� z� t		� and C is cut out by h on the
surface given by x � �� yz � t� in C�� The blow�up �C� of C� in C may
be considered �analytically� as the subvariety of C� � P� de�ned by

rank

�
x yz � t� h

u v w

�
� �

where u� v� w are homogeneous coordinates on P�� Taking the a�ne
piece of �C� given by u � � we get equations for this a�ne piece as a
subvariety of C� � C� � C� to be yz � t� � xv� h � xw� Calculating
the partial derivatives of the two equations and evaluating them at any
point above P � ��� �� �� ��� C�� we get row vectors �v� �� �� �� �� �� and
�w��a��b��c� �� �� where h � ay  bz  ct higher order terms� Let L
denote the line in the locus P �P� � �C� given by v � �� then the above
calculation shows that �C� is singular at all points of L� Observe that �C�

is non�singular in codimension one and locally a complete intersection�
hence normal� Since the exceptional divisor on �C� is locally principal
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�from the fundamental property of blow�ups�� it follows that the strict
transform X� � �C� of �X � C� is locally principal� where X� is of
course also the blow�up of �X in C� Thus X� is itself a local complete
intersection� As argued before however� the map � � X � �X factors
through this blow�up� and so X� is non�singular in codimension one
and in particular normal� From the primitivity of �� we deduce that X
is isomorphic to X�� i�e�� X is just the blow�up of �X in the curve C�
Moreover� the exceptional locus of � above P is the intersection of X
with P � P� � �C�� and this is just the �bre of E above P � i�e�� in our
case the curve Z� Thus X has a singularity where L meets Z in P��
contradicting our assumption that X was smooth�

The remaining case to consider is when the involution � on C� again
acts via the matrix

�
��
�

�
��

�
but �C is de�ned by an anti�invariant element

h � C��� �		� whose non�zero terms are therefore all of odd degree� So
C � C� is de�ned by equations x � �� yz � t�� h� � �� h� � �� where
h�� h� � C��y� z� t		� and the images of h�� h� in C��� �		 are respectively
h and �h� In particular� we have the relations

th� � yh�  �t
� � yz�g�� and th� � zh�  �t

� � yz�g�

for suitable g�� g� � C��y� z� t		�
The blow�up �C� of C� in C may then be considered as a component

of the subvariety of C� �P� de�ned by

rank

�
x t� � yz h� h�
r u v w

�
� �

where r� u� v� w are homogeneous coordinates on P�� Note that these
equations de�ne a reducible variety� with one component �which we
do not want� having �bre P� over all points of C� Observe now that
the equations imply that xtv � rth� � ryh�  r�t� � yz�g�� where
ryh� � xyw� Thus x�tv � yw� � r�t� � yz�g�� Multiplying by u� we
deduce that

r�t� � yz��tv � yw� ug�� � ��

and hence that tv�yw�ug� is in the ideal of de�nition for �C
� � C��P��

Similarly� we show that tw � zv � ug� is in the ideal of de�nition� Let
W � C� � P� be the subvariety de�ned by equations xu � r�t� � yz��
tv�yw�ug� � �� tw�zv�ug� � �� xv � h�� xw � rh�� Note that the
�bre of W above a general point of C is P�� whilst above the point P it
will be P� when g��P � � � � g��P �� and P

� otherwise� Observe that if
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h � a  b�  higher order terms� then g��P � � b and g��P � � a� thus
our assumption that Q is singular ensures that g��P � � � � g��P ��

Taking partial derivatives of the above set of de�ning equations� and
evaluating the corresponding Jacobian matrix at any point of W above
the origin P � C�� it is easily checked that the corresponding matrix
has rank � unless v � w � �� Since the blow�up �C� coincides with
W outside P �P�� it follows that W � �C�� The above calculation has
shown that �C� has �bre P� above P and is smooth except possibly along
the line v � w � � in P � P�� We consider the contraction �X � C��
a hypersurface containing C and having only cDV singularities along
C � in fact generically along C either cA� or cA� singularities� Such a
hypersurface will have a local analytic equation of the form

� � F �x� y� z� t�
� �x�  �x�t� � yz�  ��t� � yz��  ��xh�  ��xh�

 ���t
� � yz�h�  ���t

� � yz�h�  terms involving h
�
�� h�h�� h

�
��

where ��P � �� � since F is not an element of m�
P �recalling that P is a

cDV singularity��

If we look at the a�ne piece of the blow�up given by r � � the
strict transform of �X �i�e�� the blow�up X�� is given by an equation of
the form

� � � �u �u� ��v ��w ��uv ��uw terms involving v
�� vw� w��

So X� is cut out on �C� by a single extra equation� which therefore cuts
out a two�dimensional subvariety on P � P�� not containing the line
v � w � � in P �P��

Under the assumption that P is a singular point of C� the above
analysis has shown that the �bre of X� above P is two�dimensional� As
observed before� � � X � �X factors through the blow�up X� of �X in C�
Since the �bre of X above P is �dimensional� we arrive at the required
contradiction� The proof of ���� is now complete�

Having seen that C is smooth� we can make a local calculation to
see what are the possible dissident singularities� In the case where the
generic singularity is an cA� singularity� the restrictions obtained are
rather weak �see ��� Section �	� for a discussion of this case�� In the
case where the generic singularity is a cA� singularity� the restrictions
on a dissident singularity P �forced by the fact that X is smooth� are
far stronger�
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Proposition ���� If the singularity at the generic point of C is a
cA� singularity� then any dissident singularity P will be a cD� or cEr
singularity �r � �� �� ��� Moreover� the exceptional divisor E on X has
only a pinch point singularity on the �bre above a dissident point�

Proof� This is just a question of checking the various cases� If for
instance P were a cAn singularity �n � ��� then we could choose local
analytic coordinates �x� y� z� t� at P so that C is given by x � y � z � �
and �X is locally given by an equation of the form x�  y�  zn
�  
tg�x� y� z� t� � �� Our assumptions imply that all terms of g are at least
quadratic in x� y� z and that there is no term in z� only� Therefore� if
we blow up the line x � y � z � �� we obtain an a�ne piece of X with
equation

� � x� y� zn�� other quadratic or higher degree terms in x� y� z� t�

contradicting the assumption that X was smooth�
We now consider the case of a cDn singularity �n � ��� Again� we

choose local coordinates so that C is given by x � y � z � � and �X is
locally given by an equation of the form x� y�z zn�� tg�x� y� z� t� � ��
where the terms of g are at least quadratic in x� y� z� If n � �� there
must be a z� term in g �otherwise there is an obvious a�ne piece of the
blow�up which is singular�� but no term in y� �since for t �� � we have
a cA� singularity�� We then check that a di
erent a�ne piece of X is
still singular� In the case where n � �� we have the alternative that g
contains a term in y� but no term in z�� and so the equation takes the
form � � x�  y�z  z�  ty�  further terms� Moreover� by taking the
local equation for �X as � � x� y�z  z� ty�� we see this case cannot
be ruled out by local arguments� A relevant a�ne piece of the blow�up
X is then given by an equation

� � x�  y�z  z  ty�  terms involving z�

and so E �given locally by z � �� has only the singularity claimed on
the dissident �bre�

A similar argument works for the cEr singularities �r � �� �� ���
Again we choose local coordinates so that C is given by x � y �
z � � and �X is locally given by an equation of the form h�x� y� z�  
tg�x� y� z� t� � �� where h � x�  y�  z� for r � �� h � x�  y�  yz�

for r � �� and h � x�  y�  z for r � �� and where the terms of g are
at least quadratic in x� y� z� Similar arguments to those above force the
existence of a z� term in g �and by taking the local equation for �X to
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be � � h tz�� we see that the case of cEr singularities cannot be ruled
out�� Again however� by blowing up we see that E has only a pinch
point singularity �of the form x�  tz� � �� on the dissident �bre�

�� Proof of Main Claim for Type III contractions

Suppose now that we have a codimension�one face of the K�ahler
cone of �X� J� corresponding to a Type III contraction � � X � �X � Let
E denote the exceptional divisor� which from the results of the previous
Section we know to be a conic bundle over a smooth curve C�

We now observe that if C has genus g � �� the surface E will not de�
form under a generic holomorphic deformation of �X� J�� and moreover
will only deform over a locus in the Kuranishi space of codimension
at least g� As it is su�cient to prove it for �rst order deformations�
this can be proved using a generalization of the Hodge theoretic ar�
guments from ��	� It will however also follow from the fact that if
�X� J� were to contain such a conic bundle E over C� there would be a
Abel�Jacobi map from the Jacobian J�C� to the intermediate Jacobian
J�X�� a principally polarized analytic torus� which is an inclusion �cf� x�
of ��	�� Considering the period map� it follows from the unobstructed�
ness theorem of Bogomolov� Tian and Todorov that it is a codimension
g condition in moduli for J�X� to contain the g�dimensional abelian
variety J�C��

Thus if g � �� only �nitely many �bres of E will deform under the
generic deformation of �X� J�� We can however also observe that the
converse is true� that if g � � then E will deform for all holomorphic
deformations of �X� J�� This follows from the fact that E is Gorenstein
with h��OE� � �� From the exact sequence

�� OX��E�� OX � OE � �

we obtain hi�X�OX�E�� � � for i � �� and hence ��OX�E�� � � As
argued in x� of ��	� it then follows from the Base Change Theorem
that the divisor class E remains e
ective when we deform the complex
structure� and so the surface E deforms as claimed�

We concentrate �rst on the case where the general �bre of E over C
is irreducible �i�e�� isomorphic to P���

When g � �� we can apply the arguments from ��	 directly� If E has
a singular �bre� then the �bre contains a curve l 	� P� with E � l � �
and l not moving in X � A standard Hilbert scheme argument �see ���
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x�	� then shows that l must deform under any holomorphic deformation
of the complex structure on X � If E contains no singular �bres� then
it is a ruled surface over C� A straightforward dimension counting
argument �Proposition ��� from ��	� yields that when E is ruled over a
curve of genus g � � some �bres of E do deform under a holomorphic
deformation of �X� J�� Thus� unless E is ruled over an elliptic curve� the
given codimension�one face of the K�ahler cone corresponds to a Type I
contraction on the generic holomorphic deformation� contracting �nitely
many curves isomorphic to P�� The Main Claim therefore follows from
the Type I case� as proved in x�

To conclude the argument for the case where E has irreducible
generic �bre� we need to consider the case g � �� This was not a
problem in ��	� since as commented above the whole surface deforms
under a holomorphic deformation of the complex structure on X � This
does not however tell us what happens when we deform to an almost
complex structure on X �

The case where E is a ruled surface over P� may be dealt with by
the cobordism argument from ��	 which we outlined at the end of x��
If A is the class of a �bre of E� then the corresponding Hilbert scheme
is isomorphic to P�� and so in this case the three�point Gromov�Witten
invariant is strictly negative and the Main Claim follows� We remark in
passing that this argument gives another proof of the Main Claim for
the case where E is ruled over a curve C of genus g � � since in that
case the Gromov�Witten invariant is strictly positive�

For the case where C has genus � but E has singular �bres� we need
to replace the Hilbert scheme argument referred to above by a local ar�
gument using the same tools as were used for Type I contractions� This
will of course work for an arbitrary genus base curve� and so �given the
remark in the previous paragraph� we can if we wish avoid completely
the argument of deforming to a Type I contraction� Let Z denote a
dissident �bre of E lying over Q � C� so that Z is either a line pair or
a double line�

Lemma ���� We can �nd an open disc Q � � � C and an open
neighbourhood U of Z in X with U � � a di�erentiably trivial family
containing the �bre of E over P for all P � �� and a holomorphic
deformation of the complex structure on U for which the dissident �bre
Z deforms into at least two disjoint ������curves� but no other �bre
deforms�

Proof� This is very nearly a repetition of the proof of ���� Let
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� � X � �X be the contraction� then �X is locally just a family of rational
double point surface singularities� parametrized by a disc � � C with
centre Q� We therefore have a neighbourhood U of Z in X with U � �
and �bre U� over Q containing the dissident �bre Z�

In the notation of ��� p� ���	� we have a map g � �� S so that the
diagram

� S

R

�

�
�
�R �

�

commutes� where R � Def �U� and S � Def U��

We may now holomorphically deform the family U � � by means
of deforming g� �rst so that the image of Q is unchanged but no other
point P � � has image in D � ����discriminant locus�� and then so
that the map is tranverse to D� In this way we obtain �shrinking � if
necessary� a deformation U � � � �� of U � � � where for t �� ��
the �bre Z deforms to at least two disjoint ������curves� and no
other �bre of E� � Ej� deforms �i�e�� we resolve the singularities of
the corresponding family �U � �� where for t �� �� the threefold �Ut has
singular locus consisting of � �  nodes��

Since ���� is smooth� we may take a good representative �U of the
family over ���� by Theorem ��� of ��	� and hence deduce as in ���
that U is di
erentiably trivial over ����� Taking U � U�� the Lemma
is proved�

In order to complete our proof of the Main Claim for the case where
the generic �bre of E over C is irreducible� we need the following corol�
lary of �����

Proposition ���� The Main Claim is true in the Type III case
where E has irreducible generic �bre but is not ruled over C�

Proof� Let A be the homology class of an irreducible component of
any singular �bre Z� we remark that E �A � � and that A is primitive�
As in ����� we can �nd an open neighbourhood U of Z with U � � and
E� � Ej� having only the one singular �bre Z �above Q � ��� and a
holomorphic deformation of the complex structure on U so that Z splits
into at least two ������curves� We may do this for each of the singu�
lar �bres Z� � Z� Z�� � � �ZN � obtaining deformed holomorphic structures
on each of the corresponding neighbourhoods U� � U� � � � � UN � These
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may be patched together with the original complex structure J on X

to give an almost complex structure J � on X � with respect to which the
primitive class A is represented by a �nite number of ������curves
lying in the open sets U�� � � � � UN � Moreover� as in the proof of ��� we
may assume that these are the only pseudo�holomorphic rational curves
representing the class A� This latter statement follows as in ��� from
Gromov compactness� since by considering the compact subset F of X
given by the complement of suitably small open neighbourhoods of the
singular �bres Zi� we may assume that any other pseudo�holomorphic
rational curve on �X� J �� representing A intersects F � If this were true
for all the almost complex structures J � constructed in the above way
however near to J they were� we would deduce from Gromov compact�
ness that there was a holomorphic curve on �X� J� representing A and
intersecting F � which is not the case�

We remark in passing that it is this step which fails when E is a ruled
surface �say over an elliptic curve C�� Here� we have to take A to be the
homology class of a �bre� and then by local holomorphic deformations
we can always� in a similar way to ����� force certain speci�ed �bres to
deform to ������curves� which therefore count positively towards the
Gromov�Witten invariant� We can however no longer say that these are
the only pseudo�holomorphic rational curves representing the class A�
since any �bre of E could be the limit of pseudo�holomorphic rational
curves representing A for J � tending to J � In the case of C elliptic� there
must of course be pseudo�holomorphic rational curves on �X� J �� which
count negatively towards the Gromov�Witten invariant and precisely
cancel out the positive contributions�

In the case under consideration however� we argue as in before that
the Gromov�Witten invariant �A�J ��H�H�H� is strictly positive� and
hence the Main Claim follows�

Having proved the Main Claim under the assumption that the generic
�bre of E is irreducible� we assume from now on that the generic �bre
of E over C is a line pair� In this case� we have a family of lines on
X parametrized by a smooth curve �C� namely the double cover of C
branched over the points of C whose �bres are double lines� The Hilbert
scheme corresponding to the lines will be just �C with embedded com�
ponents at the dissident points� We prove the Main Claim �rst under
the additional assumption that g� �C� � ��

We observe that a general line in the family will deform over a locus
in the Kuranishi space for X of codimension at most one �a standard
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argument � see ���� of ��	�� Let �E denote the normalization of E �a
ruled surface over �C� and f � �E � X the induced map toX � I claim that
the map H��TX� � H��� �E� �i�e�� H

����X� � H���� �E�� is surjective�
This follows from Hodge theory and the fact that the contraction �X
of X has only quotient singularities in codimension �� by an entirely
analogous argument to that of ���� in ��	� Observe now that the
above map factors as H��TX�� H��f�TX�� H��Nf�� H��� �E�� and
so the obstruction to the morphism f deforming to �rst order gives at
least a codimension g� �C� condition in H��TX�� i�e�� f deforms over a
locus in the Kuranishi space of codimension at least g� �C�� This fact
also follows by consideration of the intermediate Jacobian J�X�� since
under the above circumstances there is an Abel�Jacobi inclusion map of
the Jacobian J� �C� into J�X��

So� still under the assumption that g� �C� � �� we have various cases�
If g�C� � �� then E will deform under all complex deformations of
�X� J�� and under the generic deformation it must deform to a rational
conic bundle with irreducible generic �bre� this case has already been
covered� Let us assume therefore that we also have g�C� � �� If g� �C� �
� the facts stated in the previous paragraph and a dimension counting
argument on the Hilbert scheme of lines in the versal deformation X �
B show that some line will always deform �cf� Erratum and ���� of
��	�� Since E does not deform for the generic deformation� it follows
that on such a deformation we have a Type I contraction� and our Main
Claim follows from the results of x� If however g� �C� � � then our
assumptions imply that g�C� �  and the map �C � C is unrami�ed
� this then is the case of E being a quasi�ruled surface over an elliptic
curve� which because of the results of the Erratum to ��	 has been
excluded when stating the Main Claim�

The only other possibility left is the case that g� �C� � �� here� C is
also rational and the double cover is rami�ed over two points �i�e�� E
has two double �bres�� If C� denotes the line of singularities of E� the
blow�up of E in C� will just be the normalization �E� a rational scroll
�cf� ������� The calculations performed in the proof of ����� apply equally
well in this case to show that C� is a ������curve and that E is iso�
morphic to the non�normal del Pezzo surface �F���� In particular� E may
be contracted locally analytically to an isolated Gorenstein singularity�
We now argue as in ����� that by suitably deforming the holomorphic
structure locally on a neighbourhood U of E� we may smooth E to a
non�singular del Pezzo surface of degree �� therefore containing three
������curves� In the Type III case however� these curves no longer
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all have the same numerical class� in that the class corresponding to
the singular locus of E is di
erent from that of the other two ������
curves� If we choose our homology class A to be the class of one of these
other two ������curves� then A will de�ne the codimension�one face
of K that we want� Moreover� the argument from ����� can be applied
with the primitive class A to give the positivity of the Gromov�Witten
invariant �A�H�H�H�� and hence to prove the Main Claim in this case�

The Main Claim has therefore now been proved for all the three
types of primitive contraction�
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